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I must replace the space tale

because the poet’s blocked release, and it

must replace the space tale

I’ll won’t be back until he’s long deceased,

doesn’t he’s long deceased,
tell you how it happened

I'll tell you how it happened

I'll tell you how it happened

I'll tell you how it happened

I'll tell you how it happened

I'll tell you how it happened

I'll tell you how it happened

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-

I'll tell you how it happened

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

I got permission long ago

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

to set the words to music for a choir

But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-
But then he heard the word we wanted to re-

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,

big thumbs down! We sang them in concert,
that all four poems were totally inclined to say that all four poems were totally to say that all four poems were totally out of bounds! Substitute verses are never as good, we will all miss the_____ out of bounds! Substitute verses are never as good, we will all miss the_____ out of bounds! Substitute verses are never as good, we will all miss the_____ out of bounds! Substitute verses are never as good, we will all miss the_____